YOUR APPROACH TO THE FRAUNHOFER WKI

By car
Leave A 2 motorway at Braunschweig-Flughafen, direction Bienrode/Kralenriede and take the second exit both in the first and in the second roundabout. At the next traffic lights, turn right into Steinriedendamm. Follow this road up to the next pedestrian-controlled traffic lights and turn left here (follow signs to “Fraunhofer”).

By bus and tram from main station
At Braunschweig main station, take the bus line 436 (direction Kralenriede Steinriedendamm) till bus stop Michelfelderplatz, then about 5 minutes on foot to the WKI.
Alternative: take the bus line 419 (direction Hauptbahnhof) till bus stop Jasperallee, then bus line 416 (direction Kralenriede Wartheweg) till bus stop Michelfelderplatz.

By plane
From Hanover Airport, take the S-Bahn S5 to Hanover main station (about 12 minutes), from there by train to Braunschweig main station. See also “by bus and tram”. 
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